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Abstract

There are many transfer functions (TF) that emphasize or hide special features of volume data. Their potential

to cleverly generate a color and opacity value for direct volume rendering is primarily determined by the used

metrics besides the input data value. Despite this variety of TFs, for the most part simple one dimensional data

value only based TFs are used in practice. This survey will therefore examine the differences in representative TF

types (defined by their used metrics) to provide a basis for selecting the right TF type for the boundary conditions

that describe an individual field of application and task. Besides fundamental properties like metrics or memory

consumption, we will also give an assessment about user interaction and quality of feature emphasis.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): l.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—l.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—

1. Introduction

In clinical routine volume data is widely used for diagno-
sis and surgical planning. While radiologists mainly use 2D
slices for diagnosis and imagine a 3D representation, sur-
geons prefer a meaningful 3D visualization, since it matches
their view onto the operating field. Transfer functions (TF)
are a commonly used technique to achieve a meaningful 3D
view in volume visualization. In this process data values are
mapped to color and opacity, with the result that features can
be emphasized or hidden. Since different organs often corre-
spond in their signal they produce in medical 3D scanners,
a simple distinction by measured value is not sufficient in
most cases. Thus additional metrics are computed that help
to differentiate types of tissue, leading to two- and multi-
dimensional TFs.

Often, decisions made by algorithms are not acceptable in
medical usage, hence automatic segmentation of a dataset is
not applicable in every case (in spite of the fact, that seg-
mentation might be very difficult anyway). TFs are much
more harmless and flexible, since they typically do not pro-
vide a binary decision. Rather they demand a visual explo-
ration of datasets (which is good [PLB∗01]) and provide a
sort of original view to the data in different contrast ratios.

Nevertheless, higher dimensional TFs are not often used in
practice, due to the fear of high amount of user interaction,
missing precision or lack of intuition in their use.

For a further clarification which TF fits best for which
field of application and task, their risks and properties must
be compared. Hence in this paper the differences of the
following 6 TF types 1D data-based TF (1dTF), gradient-

based 2D TF (gbTF) [Lev88, KD98, KKH02], curvature

based TF (cbTF) [KWTM03], size-based TF (sbTF) [CM08,
WK09b], texture-based TF (tbTF) [CR08] and distance-

based TF (dbTF) [TPD06] are compared in a table. It would
hardly be possible to compare all published TFs, therefore a
representative selection has been chosen, covering the most
relevant types. Besides some fundamental properties, like
used metrics, real-time capabilities, memory consumption

and degree of automaticity we also give an assessment about
the needed user interaction, constraints and the quality of
feature emphasis. Additionally, widgets and methods are
listed that work together with the TF types to support the
user. The analysis is made with a medical view, but could be
easily applied to other fields of application. It can also be of
value for students looking on different TFs in their volume
rendering investigations.
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In literature the use of the term "transfer function" is not con-
sistent. It can be a single specification of a mapping from its
domain (that is the used metrics) to its range (in our case
always color and opacity), a technique how to specify such
a mapping, or a type of such a mapping, defined by its do-
main and its range. Because they are functions in the strict
mathematical sense, we use the third, defining the type of a
function by its domain and range, as suggested in [Kin02].

2. Previous work

The development of TFs for volume rendering started with
volume rendering itself. Since tissues in medical data of-
ten share one signal and a 1D data-only driven TF is not
able to distinct between samples with the same signal, a
lot of effort was spent to develop two-dimensional or even
higher-dimensional TFs. First, the use of the gradient al-
lowed to distinct transitions between tissues [Lev88]. En-
hanced with the second derivative even more distinctions
in transitions were possible [KD98]. Driven by these ca-
pabilities of separation even more second- and higher or-
der metrics were calculated to distinguish between tissues,
e.g. [HKG00, KWTM03, CM08, CR08]. When specifying
these TFs in the domain of data values (Figure 1 bottom),
instant visualization in the spatial domain (Figure 1 top) is
quite important. Only direct feedback allows a trial and error
approach for specifying a TF.

Figure 1: The spatial domain (top) provides visual feed-

back of a TF that is specified in the domain of data values

(bottom).

However, the higher the dimension of the TF, the higher
the complexity of specifying it. Even two-dimensional TFs

require a fair amount of user interaction to find a meaning-
ful specification. To address this issue, intuitiveness of met-
rics and widgets as well as automated techniques has been
a research topic in the past. Concerning the first matter, size
seems to be a much more intuitive metric than the gradi-
ent [WK09a]. In "the transfer function bake-off" [PLB∗01]
four possible ways for specifying a gradient based 2D TF
are compared, regarding their different user interface ap-
proaches. Two of them use histograms in the domain of data
values for a first insight into the underlying data, leading to
a better identification of features [KD98]. They are not very
intuitive, though. Several widgets are presented in [KKH01]
to support the complex handling in both domains, leading
to a more intuitive so called dual-domain interaction. An-
other intuitive image centric interface approach is presented
in [MAB∗97], where the user chooses from a couple of ren-
derings in the spatial domain, created by possible TF speci-
fication.
Automated techniques are especially needed in higher di-
mensional TFs [TLM03, CR08]. Nevertheless, 2D-TFs are
also supported by neural networks and spatial grouping,
leading to semi-automatic interfaces [ZEAD08] and pre-
colorized histograms in the domain of data values [RBS05].
But often the important process of data exploration gets lost,
when automated techniques are used.

Regarding past research of TFs, two kinds of publications
have to be distinguished. First, the group of TFs that are de-
fined by the set of used input metrics. Second, the group that
finds new ways of specifying such a TF, using automated
techniques or widgets. Although often named "TF" the sec-
ond group describes an extension to the first. In this paper
only publications of the first group are considered.

3. The comparison of the transfer functions

The analysis consists of both a short per TF description
with illustrations demonstrating their properties (section 3.1
- 3.6), as well as comparison of the TFs in a table (see
columns of Table 1). Several properties (rows of Table 1)
have been regarded:

• Real-time capability. Since it is difficult to compare this
property objectively as a whole, we divide it into real-time

editability, pre-processing and the possibility to compute
the TF in shader-programs. Regarding the latter, the num-
ber of texture look-ups shall give a quantitative statement,
as texture look-ups mostly constitute the critical part of
rendering time. Due to caching, the expressiveness of this
value can be inconsistent. Times quoted are the original
measurements in the referenced papers. That is because
in our implementation for example of size-based TF we
do not use the GPU for preprocessing and thus achieve
quite different timings.

• Memory consumption during run-time, i.e. in particular
the number of additional volumes needed during render-
ing (this is often a bottleneck, since they need to reside on
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Name 1D data-based TF gradient-based TF curvature-based TF size-based TF texture-based TF 
(automatic/semi-automatic) 

distance-based TF 

Metrics Data value Data value, gradient Data value, curvature Data value, scale Data value, 20 

texture metrics 

Data value, distance 

to previously 

segmented structure 

Literature (e.g.) - [Lev88,KKH02] [KWTM03,PF05] [CM08] [CR08] [TPD06] 

R
ea

l-
ti

m
e 

ca
p

ab
il

it
y
 

Real-time editing* Yes Yes Yes Yes No ** Yes 

# 3D texture 

 look-ups per 

sample 

1(data) 7 (1 data + 6 

gradient: needed for 

illumination anyway) 

Minimum 27 ** 2 (data + scale) 2 (data + label) / 

 21 (data + metrics) 

2 (data + distance) 

#1D + 2D look-ups  1 1 1 1 - 1 

Time of 

preprocessing 

- - - ~10s for a dataset of 

2563 and 128 scales 

 261s / 233s for a 

dataset of 2562×128 
20s for a dataset of 

2563** 

M
em

o
ry

 Additional volumes 

during rendering 

- - - 1 1 / up to 20 (not 

necessarily full size) 

1 (not necessarily full 

size) 

Other data 

structures 

1D-look-up-table 2D-look-up table 2D-look-up table 2D-look-up table,  

3 volumes in 

preprocessing 

20 metric-, 1 GLCM-, 

1 run-length-volumes 

in preprocessing 

Segmentation, 2D-

look-up table 

E
m

p
h

as
is

 Emphasized regions Monotone areas Surfaces Surfaces,contours Monotone areas Textured areas Neighborhood 

Emphasis ranking*** ズﾖﾖ ズズﾖ ズズﾖ ズズﾖ ズズズ ズズﾖ 

Risk of a critical 

misinterpetation 

Low Moderate Moderate Moderate High (no exploration 

process) 

Low 

C
o

n
st

ra
in

ts
 Constraints to 

dataset 

- No additional 

information in blurry 

datasets compared to 

1dTF 

- - The bigger the 

dataset, the smaller 

the precision (me-

mory consumption) 

Only segmented data, 

not practicable for 

time-dependent  data 

Error-prone to noise Medium Very Medium Little Very No, only the 

segmentation 

U
se

r 
in

te
ra

ct
io

n
 Type of interaction Specification on 1D 

diagram 

Specification on 2D 

diagram 

Specification on 2D 

diagram (checkbox 

or similar for 

contours only) 

Specification on 2D 

diagram 

Specify a number of 

different structures / 

setting of weights, 

mark one/two ROIs 

Specification on 2D 

diagram 

Duration <1 Min 1 – 2 Min 1 – 2 Min 1 – 2 Min 0 / >2 Min 1 – 2 Min 

Helpful prior 

knowledge 

Application: values Application: values, 

technical: gradient 

Application: values Application: values - / technical: 

statistics (optional)  

Application: values 

A
u

to
m

at
ic

it
y
 Type of 

automaticity 

- Spatial analysis and 

neural networks 

(possible) 

- - Clustering of struc-

tures with similar 

texture properties 

- 

Assisting widgets 

(possibility) 

1D histogram, data 

probe 

2D histogram, data 

probe 

- 2D histogram Dictionary with 

predefined weights 

for metrics 

2D histogram 

 

Enhances a precise  

segmentation 

  

No No Yes, additional 

information about 

curvature 

Yes, e.g. allows to 

colorize constriction 

in vessels 

No Yes, e.g. displays 

surrounding features 

Table 1: Comparison of the 6 inspected transfer functions. Read the itemization in section 3 for a more detailed description of

the rows. ∗ Considering the real-time specification of the mapping: Input metrics → RGBA (If ’Yes’, the mapping implicates its

computation in shader). There might be some other options, that require an update of the pre-processing. ∗∗ See sections 3.1 -

3.6 for more detail. ∗∗∗ Based on the number of used metrics: ◦◦◦ few features can be distinguished, ••• many features can

be distinguished.

the graphics card). If worth mentioning, other data struc-

tures used are listed also.
• The ability to emphasize features. Since the TFs empha-

size different kinds of regions, it is not possible to com-
pare their quality in a fair way. Therefore we only pro-
vide a ranking that considers how many features can be
distinguished, based on the number of used metrics. This
ranking is vague and needs to be considered together with
the risk of a critical misinterpretation, caused by inade-
quate display of the data. This risk is influenced by the
provided automaticity and the number of used metrics.
Automaticity substitutes the trial and error specification
that reveals properties of the dataset and is therefore crit-
ical. The number of used metrics is influencing, because

every additional metric enhances the domain of data val-
ues, hence the space where a feature can be overlooked.
Once again, the ranking does not mean that the texture-
based TF is the best one, but is capable of distinguishing
more features.

• Constraints to the datasets, especially how much noise

effects the TFs.
• Type and amount of user interaction as well as useful prior

knowledge. The type of interaction describes the task that
needs the main effort by the user. Specification on a sin-
gle 2D diagram is preferred over specification on two 1D
diagrams. The duration is indicated by the time needed to
specify a TF with specialist knowledge. Since this value
varies heavily depending on the use case and task, it can
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rather be seen as a ranking among the TFs. If specialist
knowledge is absent, specifying is done by trial and error
only and time needed can be much higher. This helpful

knowledge is subdivided into technical (i.e. understand-
ing of the metric computation) and application (i.e. under-
standing of the dataset and its respective values) knowl-
edge, hence it is possible to decide, if a certain TF is suit-
able for an explicit group of users.

• Automated techniques and widgets known that support the
user, to cope with the complexity of the input metrics.
If entries are not listed, it does not mean that they do
not work with this TF, only that there is no such expe-
rience listed in publications. The image-based approach
in [MAB∗97] provides a number of possible renderings
and is therefore usable for all TFs. Hence it is not men-
tioned explicitly.

• How much does a perfect segmentation benefit from the
TFs, i.e. is it reasonable to use this TF additionally, if you
already have a precise segmentation e.g. of the coronaries.

Since it is not possible to compare every TF, we com-
pare a representative selection of types as explained earlier.
Our argument for choosing the following 6 TFs is as fol-
lows. The 1D data-based TF serves as a reference. The 2D
gradient-based TF leads to a quite common enhancement to
distinguish surfaces. The 2D distance-based TF stands for
TFs that are not based on the measured signal, but on ad-
ditional information (in this case a segmentation). The 2D
size-based TF provides a metric more intuitive than gra-
dient, namely size. The texture-based TF is representative
for higher-dimensional TFs, that take into account a com-
bination of several metrics, meeting their complexity with
some automaticity. The 2D curvature-based TF was chosen
as representative of the group of TFs, mostly used for non-
photorealistic rendering. Except for the distance-based TF,
all TFs have been implemented in our volume visualization
software Volume Studio, to evaluate their behavior. Wher-
ever possible, measurements are adopted from the original
papers, but are enhanced with own evaluations and expe-
riences (e.g. error-proneness to noise, helpful prior knowl-
edge, duration of specifying TF).

To compare the TFs visually, every TF description is sup-
plemented by an explaining 2D Figure (Fig. 2–7). The Fig-
ures show four circular features, sharing one grey-level his-
togram, but are different in size, texture and background.
Those areas of the four features, that can be distinguished by
the individual TFs, are colorized in red and blue. The con-
tent of the figures is rather contrived, and is not supposed to
compare the behavior of the TF types with real data. They
serve for a simple visual explanation.

3.1. 1D data-based transfer function (1dTF)

The 1dTF maps data values directly to color and opacity.
Hence it is not capable of differentiating between samples
that share the same data value. Although they appear visu-

ally quite different, in Figure 2 the 1dTF can not distinguish
the four features.
On the other hand, it is the TF that needs the lowest amount
of computation power and memory. Furthermore, it provides
a very high safety regarding errors that lead to a misinterpre-
tation and needs little user interaction.

Figure 2: The 1d data-based TF can not distinguish be-

tween the four circular features, since they have the same

grey level. If trying to colorize one feature, all four would be

colored.

3.2. 2D gradient-based transfer function (gbTF)

In volumes, the gbTF is especially helpful to display sur-
faces of features [Lev88, KKH02]. It maps the data value
and the gradient magnitude to color and opacity. Hence it
is capable of differentiating between samples that share the
same data, but not the same neighborhood. Thus, in Figure 3
it is possible to distinguish between the borders/surfaces of
the left and the right features, that are placed on a different
background. In Figure 8 (a) a human head is exposed with a
gbTF. The gradient metric is highly error-prone to noise. On
the other hand, gbTFs only marginally provide additional in-
formation (compared to the 1dTF) in very blurry volumes,
like PET-scans.
The standard way of gradient computation needs 6 texture-
look-ups. Since the gradient is needed for illumination any-
way, this normally does not lead to a higher computation
time. Of course the gradient can be precomputed, reducing
the texture lookups to 2. This results in an additional volume
needed on the graphics card and reduces the smoothness of
the illumination.

Figure 3: The left and the right features are placed in a

different environment. Since this leads to a different gradient

at the feature borders (surfaces in 3D), the gradient-based

TF can distinguish the borders of the left and right features.

3.3. Curvature-based transfer function (cbTF)

In combination with the camera position, cbTFs are mainly
used to display a contour around features. More generally, it
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is possible to map data and curvature to any color and opac-
ity, leading to ridge and valley visualization or emphasis of
smallest bumpiness. In Figure 4 the borders/surfaces of the
small and the big features can be distinguished, since they
exhibit a different curvature. The effort to specify a cbTF de-
pends on the usage. If it is used for contouring features, it is
easy. To pointedly highlight bumpiness, its effort is compa-
rable to the gbTF. A combination of contours and ridge and
valley emphasis is shown in Figure 8 (b). Since many feature
share the same curvature, it is rather difficult to emphasize
a targeted feature only. Instead, some additional unintended
emphasis will occur. Noise amplifies this behavior.
The computation of the curvature needs at least a 26-point
neighborhood. A real-time GPU variant of the approach pre-
sented in [KWTM03] can be found in the GPU Gems 2
[PF05] or in [HSS∗05] for the iso-surfaces. Hence the table
has entries that correspond to this real-time implementation.

Figure 4: The curvature-based TF is able to distinguish be-

tween the borders of the small and the big features, since

they have a different curvature. With additional information

about the camera position it can be used to contour the fea-

tures in 3D space.

3.4. Size-based transfer function (sbTF)

The sbTF maps data values and size to color and opacity. In
Figure 5 the big and the small features can be distinguished.
The size of a feature is quite complex to define and has been
determined in very different ways. This analysis relies on the
approach of [CM08], which uses the scale space for size de-
tection. This approach benefits from a small error-proneness
to noise. Furthermore, the quite complex preprocessing can
be performed using the GPU, and is therefore very fast. Fig-
ure 8 (c) shows a size-based colorization of an aneurism.

Figure 5: The size-based TF is able to distinguish between

the big and the small features.

3.5. Texture-based transfer function (tbTF)

The tbTF massively differs from the other TFs in the num-
ber of metrics. It uses 20 texture metrics [CR08], six 1st or-
der, seven 2nd order statistics and seven run-length matrices.
Since it is too elaborate to map every of the 20 used tex-
ture metrics manually, the tbTF provides one full and three
semi-automatic ways of specifying it. The fully automatic
way uses clustering to recognize structures and only needs
the number of structures as input. Since this automated tech-
nique is barely controllable, the ability to emphasize a deter-
mined feature is poor and the risk of a wrong result, lead-
ing to critical misinterpretation, high. That is why three fur-
ther semi-automatic possibilities of parameterizing this TF
are given. One rather manual, where single statistics can be
weighted, a second one to specify two structures to be dis-
tinguished, and a third option, that tries to separate a sin-
gle marked structure. The first one needs a very high under-
standing of the used metrics and is therefore difficult and
time-consuming to use. Table 1 holds entries for the "auto-
matic" and the "semi-automatic" options. Since noise makes
texture analysis difficult, datasets have to be very clean for
this method. However, in Figure 6 the tbTF is able to dis-
tinguish the left and the right feature due to their different
texture. Figure 8 (d) shows a texture-based accentuation of
the cerebellum (red) over the rest of the brain (green).
Computing the metrics and clustering is very expensive
leading to high preprocessing times combined with very
high memory consumption. Up to 20 volumes are needed,
one for each statistical metric. Excepting the full automatic
method, the memory amount and number of texture look-ups
is the same during rendering. Two additional volumes are
needed in pre-processing, one holding the Gray Level Co-
occurrence Matrices (GLCM), one for the run-length matri-
ces. The texture analysis not necessarily requires full volume
resolution, if less precision is acceptable. That is why this TF
is not limited to small datasets, but involves a trade-off be-
tween time and precision.

Figure 6: The texture-based TF distinguishes the left and

the right features by means of their different textures.

3.6. Distance-based transfer function (dbTF)

The dbTF also differs from the other TFs, since it uses a pre-
viously segmented structure instead of the measured signals
for an additional metric computation. This additional metric
is the distance to the surface of the segmented structure. In
Figure 7 the dbTF can colorize features in the neighborhood
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of the reference structure differently from features further
away. Figure 8 (e) shows a colorized neighborhood of a tu-
mor.
In [TPD06] the preprocessing time needed is indicated with
20 seconds for a 2563 volume, but it is easy to imagine
heuristics or the computation on the GPU to cut process-
ing time. For simple geometric reference forms like points
and spheres, there is no need for pre-computation at all. The
needed distance volume during rendering needs not to be
the same resolution as the dataset, since distances are trilin-
early interpolated, hence leading only to small inaccuracy in
regions near a surface. The need for a segmentation makes
this TFs rather unfeasible for time-dependent data.

Figure 7: The distance-based TF uses the distance to a

given segmented object S, to provide additional information

in the near environment of the feature.

4. Conclusion

The described TF types differ in behavior and abilities: Some
need technical expertise, some application-oriented exper-
tise. Some emphasize areas, some surfaces. So it is not a
single TF that is perfect for everything. Rather it depends on
the boundary condition, such as the dataset, the user and the
available time for a TF to be a perfect candidate for a partic-
ular field of application and task. Sometimes a trial and error
approach is right, sometimes a more automated technique is
needed.

Expertise is required to determine the most suitable TF
type. By default the 1dTF is widely used, since it is a ro-
bust all-rounder with workable quality. This survey and the
appended table give an overview of the most used and practi-
cable TF types and assists in choosing the right TF for a spe-
cific goal. Once a TF is chosen, a first hint is given, to what
widgets and automating techniques work fine in the specifi-
cation of this TF, depending on wether a trial and error ap-
proach or a more targeted approach is desired. Furthermore,
statements are applicable or at least adaptable to other TFs,
since we provide a representative but widespread selection.
The assessment was made with a medical view, but could be
easily adapted to other fields of application. The table could
also work as a starting point for a combination of TFs, to
benefit from the advantages and eliminate the disadvantages.
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Figure 8: Renderings made with the single TFs, courtesy

of the respective authors. (a) Gradient-based TF [Kin99]

showing surfaces of a human head. (b) Curvature-based

TF [KWTM03] showing contours and ridge and valley em-

phasis. (c) Size-based TF [CM08] showing a differently col-

orized aneurism due to its size. (d) Texture-based TF [CR08]

showing an emphasized cerebellum due to its different struc-

ture. (e) Distance-based TF [TPD06] showing an empha-

sized neighborhood.
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